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A Sunday night e-mail to colleagues reads: I’m going to have a tea ceremony for students when they 

return from their paired walk and talks (like the walk and talks we do at Chabot Acceleration events). The 
“tea” will be invisible and activate students’ creativity and imaginations, a theme I will stress during the 
semester. I will tell the students that the tea (plain ol’ hot tap water) I am steeping right now for them has all 
kinds of amazing properties. It is so potent that they will remember this tea for the rest of their lives; it is like 
the pill Neo takes before awakening from the matrix. I will pump them up by telling them it does all kinds of 
things: makes you unafraid to ask questions when you don’t understand something, gives you confidence to 
succeed, makes you a family with everyone else who drinks the tea, gives you the power to make it through 
the end of the semester, sets your imagination free etc. But before they can drink the tea, they have to get 
mentally prepared for it, so after getting them juiced about all the amazing properties of the tea (it’s sitting in 
front of them in steaming cups), they have to close their eyes and meditate for 5 long minutes. During this 
time they clear their minds and focus on their breathing. (Changing pace accelerates the classroom.) After 
they drink, I confidently will tell them, “NOW—you are ready for the semester.” It will be silly and cheesy 
for some students, but perhaps quite moving for others, and either way, it creates great atmosphere, unites 
them, demonstrates that learning communities are “safe,” etc. The tea ceremony will tie in with our reading 
material, discussions, writing assignments and March in March by activating students’ imaginations, which are 
related to activism and radical progressive achievement, for our readings this semester will challenge the way 
authors’ and characters’ worlds function by re-imagining the systems and institutions they inhabit, for the 
readings consistently imagine counter-cultural, counter-economic and counter-political ways of doing things or 
looking at things.  

 
Quick update (Tuesday night): I forgot cups and was overwhelmed with the whole crutches thing on 

Monday, so I didn’t hold the tea ceremony I mentioned earlier. However, I’m serving magic tea tomorrow, 
and I’m going to play up the new year/new self/fresh start theme. 
  In addition to telling students all the good things the tea will prepare them to do, I am going to turn 
it over to them and ask them what they wish the tea could do for them; after all, it’s magic tea; it can do 
anything. 
  

Tea update (Wednesday night): I thought the magic tea was really effective. We all went “cheers!” to 
a new year and to staying together for the whole semester. Students from both classes chimed in funny and 
serious requests they hoped the tea would achieve, which Sean and Tom would have called “beautiful.” It was 
beautiful in that the students were all smiles, and they were just holding up little plastic cups of hot water; it 
was a moment of doing much without much--quite poignant. The pouring of the tea was nice too--unifying, 
for I started pouring one cup at a time and students would pass the cup on down; it was a chain of magic tea 
wending its way through the class, uniting students, literally, even if only for a couple minutes. 
 

Yes, I had the pleasure to observe Adan--and the tea ceremony--in action. Everyone was fully engaged and the "magic 
tea" and meditation beforehand served in transforming students' attitudes. I felt transformed and rejuvenated to teach!  (I've been 
inspired by you and am thinking of copying this exercise for my class on Friday, but I might pass out red envelopes--Lunar New 
Year themed--stuffed with lucky candy and typed messages similar to what you said about "courage to speak" and "making it to 
the end of the semester together.") Thanks, Adan for a great idea and experience, as well as for letting me observe your class. I 
had the opportunity to catch a glimpse of Patricia in action too, so thanks to you too, Patricia! :) 
  
Best, 
--Lily APASS Learning Community, College of Alameda 


